Thrive FAQ’s
If you’re interested in Thrive Programs, but you have some questions, this is a great place to find answers.

WHAT IF MONEY IS A BIG ISSUE RIGHT NOW?
Here are the top 10 ways that Thrivers before you have found a way to pay for Thrive.
1. Paypal 0% Interest Credit Card for 6 months.
2. Sign up 1 client for a package (this could cover your first few payments).
3. Open up a new credit card (or put payments on an existing card).
4. Pull money out of an investment or savings account.
5. Apply for a business loan.
6. Sell something you no longer use (or value).
7. Reduce expenses you no longer need (or value).
8. Ask someone who believes in you if you can borrow money.
9. Get a part-time job. Bonus: A job like Uber can help you practice Heartselling while you’re
getting paid.
10. Using Airline Miles and sharing rides and/or rooms can save money at events.
Bonus: Thrive Programs are a business expense that can be tax deductible (talk to your accountant).

HOW MUCH TIME DOES THIS PROGRAM TAKE?
Thrive is about taking small, consistent actions that build momentum and lead to bigger success. Put 15 min each
day into each of the 4 strategies below, and amaze yourself with how much you accomplish in 12-18 months.
1. Heartselling to Book Consults  (to increase money).
2. Exquisite self-care (to increase your attraction power).
3. Engage with Thrive Curriculum (to develop mastery in client attraction).
4. Use Leverage strategies (to build long-term success) (if you’re in Platinum).
And...If you want a surge of new clients, you may invest more time on Heartselling to Book Consults or engaging
with the Thrive Curriculum. If you’re feeling depleted, you may spend more time on exquisite self-care. And, if a
bunch of people just joined your high end group program, you may invest more time on Leverage Strategies to make
the program rock!
What if I don’t have time to take advantage of all of the support?
Thrive has a LOT of support here for you. At times, you’ll need more support, especially when you’re launching to a
new level. At other times, you won’t need as much support. But, there’s security in knowing that the support is here
for you when you need it.

WHAT IF I HAVE A JOB THAT TAKES A LOT OF TIME?

A job can be a source of stability as you launch your business. If you’d like to leave your job, set a goal as to how
many clients you need in order to go down to ¾ time, half-time, and “no-time.”
And, then work the Thrive program in bite-sized, consistent chunks. In just 30-60 min per day, you could set the
groundwork to comfortably leaving your job in 3-6 months.

WHAT IF I ALREADY HAVE A SUPER FULL AND BUSY LIFE?
It may be hard to imagine putting more on your plate. And, is building your business this year important to you? If
yes, what can you cut out of your life to make more room to grow your business?

WHAT IF TRAVELLING IS AN ISSUE?
It takes dedication to get on a plane and join us in California… It means leaving friends and family behind for a few
days and unplugging from your everyday life.
You can spread out your live events throughout the year and create a travel schedule that suits your needs.
And, we do our best to make Thrive Events well worth the flight. They are a fun-filled vacation with amazing people
who may become some of your best friends in the world. A vacation where you grow and return to your life feeling
happier, more confident and more easily able to earn more money helping clients you love.

WHAT IF MY PARTNER WANTS TO JOIN THRIVE WITH ME?
Awesome! We love when couples join together and we offer significant discounts for love or business partnerships:
As a partnership, you each get 25% off the tuition. So instead of paying $14,997 each for Platinum, it would be
$11,248 each.

WHAT IF MY PARTNER WOULD NOT WANT ME TO JOIN THRIVE?
This could be a good time to take a deep breath and ask yourself: If your partner was on board, would you want to
join Thrive? If yes, we invite you to have a conversation with your partner that has the potential to deepen your
relationship.
Here’s a template to support you in having a beautiful conversation with your partner. You can read this over a few
times before calling your partner.
Metal: Acknowledge. I appreciate __________ about you. And, I appreciate all the big and little ways that you have
supported me like __________ and __________ and ____________.
And, I want to become a member of Thrive, and it would mean the world to me if you supported me in this.
Fire: Connect. I’m feeling ________(scared) you might think _________.
But, it’s so important to me to make a bigger impact and make more money this year and I would really regret it if I
was in this same place next year. And, I am going to need a good amount of support if I’m going to really succeed
this year.

Earth: Serve. I truly believe that my making more money will serve you too. Here’s how: ___________. And I
believe that the support I get in this community will help us as a couple have ___________.
Water: Curiosity.  Here are some powerful questions you can sprinkle into your conversation: How is this all
resonating with you? Do you believe in me? How could this serve both of us? What would you need in place to feel
good about this? Is there a way that I can also support you to reach your hopes and dreams?
Wood: Choice. It would mean the world to me if you support me with this. Will you?
(If emotions come up for your partner, you can put this template to the side and simply do your best to show up with
connection, service, acknowledgment, curiosity and choice.)

WHAT IF I’M ALREADY IN A PROGRAM (OR 3 PROGRAMS)?
If you’re in a program that is designed to help you learn another style of coaching or bodywork, for example, then
awesome. We’re glad you’re committed to being of the greatest service to your clients. And, it’s also important to
invest in support to actually get clients, because no clients = no impact or income.
If you’re in a home study course, you’re probably getting great information that will support you to get clients. But,
rarely is information enough to get results.
We’ve found that success comes from:
1. An Amazing, Heartfelt, Community that you feel supported by
2. Profound Transformation that helps you find the courage to take action.
3. Templates and Systems that are refined and easy to implement that you get to practice in a safe place.
4. Witnessing Results: When you see the people around you taking big leaps in their business, it inspires you to
do the same.
If you have this level of support in another program designed to help you get clients, then, no need to join Thrive. If
you don’t, we encourage you to invest in a higher level of support. Big missions need Big Support. And it often
takes a number of mentors to create success.

WHAT IF I’M BRAND NEW (OR HAVEN’T STARTED YET)?
Investing in support now, can save years of struggle, making needless and unnecessary mistakes. Client Attraction
Mastery can help you get clients quickly.
And, Platinum can help you to stay off the burn-out path by teaching you the Leverage, Speaking, and Leadership
strategies to set yourself up for a future of success.

WHAT IF I’VE ALREADY HAD A LOT OF SUCCESS IN MY BUSINESS?
Although some of our members have made millions in their businesses, our programs are specifically designed to
help you get to $10K-$20K per month. So, if you’re already at $250K or more, you may want to look at private
coaching with us (Jesse or Sharla). Or, we could refer you to another mentor who has a program specifically

designed to help you go from $250K to $1M.

WHAT IS THIS THRIVE LIFETIME PROGRAM I’VE BEEN HEARING ABOUT?
Join about 400 Thrivers who have joined Lifetime where you access to all Mastery and Platinum events and home
study courses for a lifetime (or as long as Thrive exists). Which means that you can make this community your
business and personal development home base, and you can keep coming back to programs until you’re comfortably
making 6-Figures… and even then, you may want to come back just because you love this community so much!
Thrive Lifetime also includes our legendary Money Breakthrough Event which is a 3-Day Event (led by Jesse). In
terms of value, it’s by far, the best deal.  If you are interested, you can speak with a Thrive Team Member about
Lifetime (most Team Members are in Lifetime) and they can answer your questions and give you the best pricing we
ever give… $20,997 or 25 payments of $997.

WHAT IF I DON’T BELIEVE I CAN BE SUCCESSFUL?
I (Jesse) have so much compassion for this one, because that was me. I’ve found that self-confidence doesn’t just
land on you. It comes from
1. Surrounding yourself with people who believe in you (who are on the journey with you).
2. Having templates and systems that help you avoid making mistakes that lead to failure.
3. Doing the inner work (consistently) to transform your gremlins into fuel.
4. Taking action toward your hopes and dreams. Every day you don’t take action perpetuates the doubt. Every
time you take action, no matter how small, you’re putting your stake in the ground to say, yes, I can do this.
We invite you to join Thrive and put a big stake in the ground, so that we can be there to support you and watch you
triumph.

